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Flavour physics
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What is “flavour” and “flavour physics”?

DEFINITION: Flavour
is a quantum number used to distinguish particles/fields 
that have the same gauge quantum numbers

In the SM: quarks and leptons come in three copies with the same colour 
representation and electric charge

DEFINITION: Flavour physics
deals with interactions that distinguishes between flavours

In the SM: QED and QCD interactions do not distinguish between flavours, 
while the weak interactions (and the couplings to the Higgs field) do

(from D. Straub)

→ this talk: focus on CP violation in quark flavour physics
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Charged and neutral currents
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What is the Standard Model?

| Flavour physics | DESY Summer Students Lectures | Sam Cunliffe, 23.08.2019

Fermion (q or �)

Charged lepton

Quark
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Flavour changing charged currents
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What is the Standard Model?
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CKM matrix V

A handle on the CKM matrix
Measurements in terms of hadrons, not of quarks !

d ! u: Nuclear physics (superallowed � decays)
s ! u: Kaon physics (KLOE, KTeV, NA62)
c ! d , s: Charm physics (CLEO-c, Babar, Belle, BESIII)
b ! u, c and t ! d , s: B physics (Babar, Belle, CDF, DØ, LHCb)
t ! b: Top physics (CDF/DØ, ATLAS, CMS)

How to determine structure of CKM matrix ?

Sébastien Descotes-Genon (LPT-Orsay) The CKM matrix (1) 08/06/18 16

Structure of CKM matrix

For two generations, 1 modulus, no
phase, no CP violation (Cabbibo)

V =


Vud Vus
Vcd Vcs

�
=


cos ✓ sin ✓
� sin ✓ cos ✓

�

For three generations, 3 moduli and 1 phase, a unique source of CP
violation in quark sector (Kobayashi-Maskawa)

V =

2

4
Vud Vus Vub

Vcd Vcs Vcb

Vtd Vts Vtb

3

5 '

2

64
1 � �2

2 � A�3(⇢̄� i ⌘̄)
�� 1 � �2

2 A�2

A�3(1 � ⇢̄� i ⌘̄) �A�2 1

3

75+ O(�4)

where we have exploited the observed hierarchy of matrix elements
(V = 1 + O(�), close to unity)

=)extremely predictive model for CP violation embedded in SM

Sébastien Descotes-Genon (LPT-Orsay) The CKM matrix (1) 08/06/18 14
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What is the Standard Model?

| Flavour physics | DESY Summer Students Lectures | Sam Cunliffe, 23.08.2019

Fermion (q or �)

Charged lepton

Quark

V = 
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CKM matrix V: Unitarity conditions
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Unitary triangle(s)

>In the SM, this matrix is unitary – one of the unitary
conditions:

“The” unitary triangle
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CKM matrix V: Unitarity conditions

Torben Ferber  |  UHH Neutrinoseminar | 02.12.2013  |  Page 14

1995 → now: B-Factories

→ Nobel prize 2008 for Makoto Kobayashi and Toshihide Maskawa

β,α,γ = Φ1, Φ2, Φ3

SM unitarity triangles

Many unitarity relations, e.g., related to 4 neutral mesons (no top)
Bd meson (bd) : VudV ⇤

ub + VcdV ⇤
cb + VtdV ⇤

tb = 0 (�3,�3,�3)

Bs meson (bs) : VusV ⇤
ub + VcsV ⇤

cb + VtsV ⇤
tb = 0 (�4,�2,�2)

K meson (sd) : VudV ⇤
us + VcdV ⇤

cs + VtdV ⇤
ts = 0 (�,�,�5)

D meson (cu) : VudV ⇤
cd + VusV ⇤

cs + VubV ⇤
cb = 0 (�,�,�5)

Representation of (⇢, ⌘) through rescaled triangles

(small but non squashed)
BD-meson triangle (bd)

(large but squashed)
D-meson triangle (cu)

In practice, always Bd unitarity triangle (but only 2 parameters out of 4)

Sébastien Descotes-Genon (LPT-Orsay) The CKM matrix (1) 08/06/18 15
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Jargon
“Charge conjugation implied”


We will only write down one specific charge (e.g. B+), but always mean the charge 
conjugate as well (e.g. B-). Can become a bit messy with (anti-)neutrals.


D* and K* are excited mesons that immediately decay

D+* = D+*(2010), decays to D+π0 or D0π+


D0* = D0*(2007), decays to D0π0 or D0γ


K* = K*0 = K*0(892), decays to K+π- or K0π0


K0 is either a K0S (decays to π-π+) or a K0L
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Flavour anomaly 1: Charged current

V µ

�5/3 and V µ

1/6 do not couple to down-type quarks, and so are not of interest to us. The

other LQs transform as follows under SU(3)c ⇥ SU(2)L ⇥ U(1)Y :

R2 ⌘ ��7/6 : (3̄, 2,�7/6) , R̃2 ⌘ ��1/6 : (3̄, 2,�1/6) , S1 ⌘ �1/3 : (3̄, 1, 1/3) ,

S̃1 ⌘ �4/3 : (3̄, 1, 4/3) , S3 ⌘ ~�0

1/3 : (3̄, 3, 1/3) , (27)

U1 ⌘ V µ

�2/3 : (3̄, 1,�2/3) , U3 ⌘ ~V 0µ

�2/3 : (3̄, 3,�2/3) , V2 ⌘ V µ

�5/6 : (3̄, 2,�5/6) .

Note that here the hypercharge is defined as Y = Qem � I3. R2, R̃2, etc. are the names
given to these LQs in Ref. [108]. We adopt this nomenclature here.

All of these LQs were explored at di↵erent times as potential explanations of the
b ! sµ+µ� anomalies. In Ref. [63], fits were done including each LQ individually, and
it was found that only S3, U1 and U3 provide good fits. (The S3, U1 and U3 LQs were
originally examined in Refs. [109, 110, 111, 112], [113, 114] and [115], respectively.) In the
case of the U1, the best fit has gµb

ed
' 0, so that all three LQ solutions have CNP

9µ = �CNP
10µ.

We therefore see that the CNP
9µ = �CNP

10µ explanation can be generated by a Z 0 or a
LQ, while the CNP

9µ solution is purely Z 0.15 Ref. [63], it was shown that measurements
of CP violation in B ! K⇤µ+µ� have the potential to distinguish the CNP

9µ and CNP
9µ =

�CNP
10µ explanations. Similarly, it was argued in Ref. [116] that these two solutions can be

di↵erentiated through the measurements of B(Bs ! µ+µ�) and CP-averaged azimuthal-
angle asymmetries in B ! K⇤µ+µ�.

4 Charged-current anomalies: b ! c`�⌫̄`

We now turn to the charged-current B flavour anomalies, observed in b ! c`�⌫̄` transi-
tions. Whereas b ! s`+`� occurs at loop level in the SM, b ! c`�⌫̄` is a tree-level decay
in the SM (although the amplitude is multiplied by Vcb ' 0.04). Thus, a larger (tree-level)
NP contribution is required to explain these anomalies. On the other hand, a similarity
with the neutral-current anomalies is that both have been seen in LFUV observables.

4.1 Experimental Results

Discrepancies with the SM have been seen in the following observables:

R
D(⇤) ⌘

B(B̄ ! D(⇤)⌧�⌫̄⌧ )

B(B̄ ! D(⇤)`�⌫̄`)
, ` = e, µ , RJ/ ⌘ B(Bc ! J/ ⌧⌫⌧ )

B(Bc ! J/ µ⌫µ)
. (28)

The latest results are (the R
D(⇤) numbers are taken from Ref. [117], the RJ/ numbers

from Ref. [118])

R⌧/`

D
/(R⌧/`

D
)SM = 1.14± 0.10 , R⌧/`

D⇤ /(R
⌧/`

D⇤ )SM = 1.14± 0.06 ,

R⌧/µ

J/ 
/(R⌧/µ

J/ 
)SM = 2.51± 0.97 . (29)

15 Producing the CNP
9µ solution with LQs requires multiple LQs, whose couplings and masses are exceed-

ingly fine-tuned.

20
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Flavour anomaly 2: b→sℓ+ℓ-

Allowed at one-loop levelForbidden at tree-level
Page 7

What is the Standard Model?

| Flavour physics | DESY Summer Students Lectures | Sam Cunliffe, 23.08.2019

Fermion (q or �)

Charged lepton

Quark
qi

qj

Page 25

Flavour-changing neutral currents

| Flavour physics | DESY Summer Students Lectures | Sam Cunliffe, 23.08.2019

● I told you flavour physics people love jargon.
● Here is an important one.

● Flavour-changing neutral current (FCNC)
● They are famously forbidden at tree level in 

the Standard Model.

● Hopefully that’s now clear what it means.

qj

qi

✓ 
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Flavour physics
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Flavour anomaly 2: b→sℓ+ℓ-

includes the region near the photon pole, (ii) charmonium region, 9 < q2 < 14
GeV2: this includes the charmonium resonances (J/ , etc.), (iii) low K⇤ recoil,
14 < q2 < (mB � mK⇤)2 GeV2: here, EK⇤ ' ⇤QCD. Each region requires a
di↵erent treatment of hadronic uncertainties.

The angular observables can be further separated into two categories, di↵eren-
tiated by their sensitivity to hadronic e↵ects. The non-optimized observables
(the Si [11]) are more sensitive to hadronic uncertainties, while the optimized
observables (the Pi [10, 12, 13])4 are constructed so that the dependence on
soft form factors cancels exactly at leading order. They are usually measured
in q2 bins.

2. Observables that measure lepton-flavour-universality violation (LFUV). The gauge
bosons of the SM couple identically (i.e., universally) to charged leptons of di↵erent
generations. The LFUV observables include

RK =
B(B+ ! K+µ+µ�)
B(B+ ! K+e+e�)

, RK⇤ =
B(B ! K⇤µ+µ�)
B(B ! K⇤e+e�)

,

R� =
B(Bs ! �µ+µ�)
B(Bs ! � e+e�)

. (1)

The SM predicts that all of these ratios equal 1 (up to tiny lepton mass and electro-
magnetic e↵ects, see Ref. [14]). A deviation from this prediction in the measurement
of any of these observables would signal the breaking of lepton-flavour universality.
RK and RK⇤ have been measured by LHCb [15, 16] and Belle [17, 18]. Additional
LFUV observables can be constructed using optimized observables [19]:

Qi = P 0µ

i
� P 0e

i (2)

The SM predicts them to vanish to high accuracy. Two of these – Q4,5 – have already
been measured by Belle [20].

Three other types of observables are usually included in the global fits. (i) There are
inclusive decays such as B ! Xsµ+µ� (these measurements are still not very precise).
(ii) B(Bs ! µ+µ�) has been measured by LHCb, ATLAS and CMS. This observable is
particularly interesting due to its reduced hadronic sensitivity and its dependence on a
reduced subset of Wilson coe�cients (see next section). The discrepancy of this measure-
ment with the SM is at the level of ⇠ 2�. (iii) There are radiative observables such as
B ! Xs�, Bs ! �� and B ! K⇤�. Further details on the experimental status of all of
these observables can be found in Ref. [21].

4The first optimized observable, Ai
T , was introduced in Ref. [10]. A complete basis to describe the

four-body angular distribution was introduced later in Ref. [12], and it was redefined to adapt more easily
to the experimental measurements in Ref. [13].

4
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Flavour anomaly 2: b→sℓ+ℓ-
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Flavour anomaly 2: b→sℓ+ℓ-

1 Introduction to B æ K(ú)¸+¸≠

Figure 1.6: Definition of the angles in the decay B0 æ Kú¸+¸≠.

in Ref. [18] resulting in the di�erential decay rate

1
d�/dq2

d4�
d cos ◊¸ d cos ◊K d„ dq2 = 9

32fi

1
Is

1 sin2 ◊K + Ic

1 cos2 ◊K

+ (Is

2 sin2 ◊K + Ic

2 cos2 ◊K) cos 2◊¸

+ I3 sin2 ◊K sin2 ◊¸ cos 2„

+ I4 sin 2◊K sin 2◊¸ cos „

+ I5 sin 2◊K sin ◊¸ cos „

+ I6 sin2 ◊K cos ◊¸

+ I7 sin 2◊K sin ◊¸ sin „

+ I8 sin 2◊K sin 2◊¸ sin „

+ I9 sin2 ◊K sin2 ◊¸ sin 2„
"
, (1.25)

where the angular coe�cients I(a)
i

are functions of q2 only and can be expressed in
terms of the Kú transversity amplitudes [18]. In this notation the q2 dependencies are
completely separated from the angular variables. The coe�cients I(a)

i
are all physical

observables and contain the complete information that can be extracted from the
measurement. They are functions of Wilson coe�cients, containing information about
the short-distance e�ects and can be a�ected by new physics.

Definitions in eq. (1.25) are valid for the decay B æ Kú¸+¸≠. The CP conjugated
decay B̄0 æ K̄ú0¸+¸≠ has to be considered separately. The di�erential decay rate for
the combined measurement of B0 and B̄0 decays can be written as

d4(� + �̄)
d cos ◊¸ d cos ◊K d„ dq2 = 9

32fi

9ÿ

i=1
(Ii + Īi)fi(cos ◊¸, cos ◊K , „), (1.26)
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Flavour anomaly 2: b→sℓ+ℓ-

3

In this Letter, a measurement of angular observables
and a test of lepton flavor universality (LFU) in the B !
K⇤`+`� decay is presented, where ` = e, µ. The B !
K⇤`+`� decay involves the quark transition b ! s`+`�, a
flavor-changing neutral current that is forbidden at tree
level in the Standard Model (SM). Various extensions
to the SM predict contributions from new physics (NP),
which can interfere with the SM amplitudes. In recent
years, several measurements have shown deviations from
the SM in this particular decay [1–3]. Global analyses of
B decays hint at lepton-flavor non-universality, in which
case muon modes would have larger contributions from
NP than electron modes [4, 5].

The decay can be described kinematically by three an-
gles ✓`, ✓K , � and the invariant mass squared of the lep-
ton pair q2 ⌘ M2

``c
2. The angle ✓` is defined as the angle

between the direction of `+ (`�) and the direction op-
posite the B (B̄) in the dilepton rest frame. The angle
✓K is defined as the angle between the direction of the
kaon and the direction opposite the B (B̄) in the K⇤ rest
frame. Finally, the angle � is defined as the angle be-
tween the plane formed by the `+`� system and the K⇤

decay plane in the B (B̄) rest frame. The di↵erential de-
cay rate can be parametrized using definitions presented
in Ref. [6] by

1

d�/dq2
d4�

d cos ✓` d cos ✓K d� dq2
=

9

32⇡


3

4
(1� FL) sin

2 ✓K + FL cos2 ✓K +
1

4
(1� FL) sin

2 ✓K cos 2✓`

� FL cos2 ✓K cos 2✓` + S3 sin
2 ✓K sin2 ✓` cos 2�+ S4 sin 2✓K sin 2✓` cos�

+ S5 sin 2✓K sin ✓` cos�+ S6 sin
2 ✓K cos ✓` + S7 sin 2✓K sin ✓` sin�

+ S8 sin 2✓K sin 2✓` sin�+ S9 sin
2 ✓K sin2 ✓` sin 2�

�
, (1)

where the observables FL and Si are functions of q2 only.
The observables P 0

i , introduced in Ref. [7] and defined as

P 0
i=4,5,6,8 =

Sj=4,5,7,8p
FL(1� FL)

, (2)

are considered to be largely free of form-factor uncer-
tainties [8]. Any deviation from zero in the di↵erence
Qi = Pµ

i � P e
i would be a direct hint of new physics [9];

here, i = 4, 5 and P `
i refers to P 0

4,5 in the correspond-
ing lepton mode. The definition of P 0

i values follows the
LHCb convention [1].

In previous measurements of the P 0
i observables only

B0 decays, followed by K⇤0 decays to K+⇡�, were used
[1]. This measurement also uses B+ decays, where
K⇤+ ! K+⇡0 or K0

S⇡
+. In total, the decay modes

B0 ! K⇤0µ+µ�, B+ ! K⇤+µ+µ�, B0 ! K⇤0e+e�,
and B+ ! K⇤+e+e� are reconstructed, where the in-
clusion of charge-conjugate states is implied if not explic-
itly stated. The full ⌥(4S) data sample is used contain-
ing 772⇥ 106 BB̄ pairs recorded with the Belle detector
[10] at the asymmetric-energy e+e� collider KEKB [11].
The Belle detector is a large-solid-angle magnetic spec-
trometer that consists of a silicon vertex detector, a 50-
layer central drift chamber (CDC), an array of aerogel
threshold Cherenkov counters (ACC), a barrel-like ar-
rangement of time-of-flight scintillation counters (TOF),
and an electromagnetic calorimeter comprised of CsI(Tl)
crystals (ECL) located inside a superconducting solenoid
coil that provides a 1.5 T magnetic field. An iron flux-

return located outside of the coil is instrumented to de-
tect K0

L mesons and to identify muons (KLM). The de-
tector is described in detail elsewhere [10]. This analysis
is validated and optimized using simulated Monte Carlo
(MC) data samples. EvtGen [12] and PYTHIA [13] are
used to simulate the particle decays. Final-state radi-
ation is calculated by the PHOTOS package [14]. The
detector response is simulated with GEANT3 [15].
For all charged tracks, impact parameter requirements

are applied with respect to the nominal interaction point
along the beam direction (|dz| < 5.0 cm) and in the trans-
verse plane (dr < 1.0 cm). For electrons, muons, K+,
and ⇡+, a particle identification likelihood is calculated
from the energy loss in the CDC (dE/dx), time-of-flight
measurements in the TOF, the response of the ACC, the
transverse shape and size of the showers in the ECL and
information about hits in the KLM. For electrons, en-
ergy loss from bremsstrahlung is recovered by adding
to the candidate the momenta of photons in a cone of
0.05 radians around the initial direction of the charged
track. K0

S candidates are reconstructed from pairs of
oppositely-charged tracks (treated as pions) and selected
based on vertex fit quality. ⇡0 mesons are reconstructed
from photon pairs with the requirement E� > 30 MeV
and 115 MeV/c2 < M�� < 153 MeV/c2. K⇤ candi-
dates are formed from K+⇡�, K+⇡0 and K0

S⇡
+ combi-

nations that satisfy the requirements on invariant mass
of 0.6 GeV/c2 < MK⇡ < 1.4 GeV/c2 and on vertex fit
quality (to suppress background). TheK⇤ candidates are
combined with oppositely charged lepton pairs to form B

1 Introduction to B æ K(ú)¸+¸≠

Figure 1.6: Definition of the angles in the decay B0 æ Kú¸+¸≠.

in Ref. [18] resulting in the di�erential decay rate

1
d�/dq2

d4�
d cos ◊¸ d cos ◊K d„ dq2 = 9

32fi

1
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"
, (1.25)

where the angular coe�cients I(a)
i

are functions of q2 only and can be expressed in
terms of the Kú transversity amplitudes [18]. In this notation the q2 dependencies are
completely separated from the angular variables. The coe�cients I(a)

i
are all physical

observables and contain the complete information that can be extracted from the
measurement. They are functions of Wilson coe�cients, containing information about
the short-distance e�ects and can be a�ected by new physics.

Definitions in eq. (1.25) are valid for the decay B æ Kú¸+¸≠. The CP conjugated
decay B̄0 æ K̄ú0¸+¸≠ has to be considered separately. The di�erential decay rate for
the combined measurement of B0 and B̄0 decays can be written as

d4(� + �̄)
d cos ◊¸ d cos ◊K d„ dq2 = 9

32fi

9ÿ

i=1
(Ii + Īi)fi(cos ◊¸, cos ◊K , „), (1.26)
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In this Letter, a measurement of angular observables
and a test of lepton flavor universality (LFU) in the B !
K⇤`+`� decay is presented, where ` = e, µ. The B !
K⇤`+`� decay involves the quark transition b ! s`+`�, a
flavor-changing neutral current that is forbidden at tree
level in the Standard Model (SM). Various extensions
to the SM predict contributions from new physics (NP),
which can interfere with the SM amplitudes. In recent
years, several measurements have shown deviations from
the SM in this particular decay [1–3]. Global analyses of
B decays hint at lepton-flavor non-universality, in which
case muon modes would have larger contributions from
NP than electron modes [4, 5].

The decay can be described kinematically by three an-
gles ✓`, ✓K , � and the invariant mass squared of the lep-
ton pair q2 ⌘ M2

``c
2. The angle ✓` is defined as the angle

between the direction of `+ (`�) and the direction op-
posite the B (B̄) in the dilepton rest frame. The angle
✓K is defined as the angle between the direction of the
kaon and the direction opposite the B (B̄) in the K⇤ rest
frame. Finally, the angle � is defined as the angle be-
tween the plane formed by the `+`� system and the K⇤

decay plane in the B (B̄) rest frame. The di↵erential de-
cay rate can be parametrized using definitions presented
in Ref. [6] by

1

d�/dq2
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d cos ✓` d cos ✓K d� dq2
=
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2 ✓K cos ✓` + S7 sin 2✓K sin ✓` sin�

+ S8 sin 2✓K sin 2✓` sin�+ S9 sin
2 ✓K sin2 ✓` sin 2�
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, (1)

where the observables FL and Si are functions of q2 only.
The observables P 0

i , introduced in Ref. [7] and defined as

P 0
i=4,5,6,8 =

Sj=4,5,7,8p
FL(1� FL)

, (2)

are considered to be largely free of form-factor uncer-
tainties [8]. Any deviation from zero in the di↵erence
Qi = Pµ

i � P e
i would be a direct hint of new physics [9];

here, i = 4, 5 and P `
i refers to P 0

4,5 in the correspond-
ing lepton mode. The definition of P 0

i values follows the
LHCb convention [1].

In previous measurements of the P 0
i observables only

B0 decays, followed by K⇤0 decays to K+⇡�, were used
[1]. This measurement also uses B+ decays, where
K⇤+ ! K+⇡0 or K0

S⇡
+. In total, the decay modes

B0 ! K⇤0µ+µ�, B+ ! K⇤+µ+µ�, B0 ! K⇤0e+e�,
and B+ ! K⇤+e+e� are reconstructed, where the in-
clusion of charge-conjugate states is implied if not explic-
itly stated. The full ⌥(4S) data sample is used contain-
ing 772⇥ 106 BB̄ pairs recorded with the Belle detector
[10] at the asymmetric-energy e+e� collider KEKB [11].
The Belle detector is a large-solid-angle magnetic spec-
trometer that consists of a silicon vertex detector, a 50-
layer central drift chamber (CDC), an array of aerogel
threshold Cherenkov counters (ACC), a barrel-like ar-
rangement of time-of-flight scintillation counters (TOF),
and an electromagnetic calorimeter comprised of CsI(Tl)
crystals (ECL) located inside a superconducting solenoid
coil that provides a 1.5 T magnetic field. An iron flux-

return located outside of the coil is instrumented to de-
tect K0

L mesons and to identify muons (KLM). The de-
tector is described in detail elsewhere [10]. This analysis
is validated and optimized using simulated Monte Carlo
(MC) data samples. EvtGen [12] and PYTHIA [13] are
used to simulate the particle decays. Final-state radi-
ation is calculated by the PHOTOS package [14]. The
detector response is simulated with GEANT3 [15].
For all charged tracks, impact parameter requirements

are applied with respect to the nominal interaction point
along the beam direction (|dz| < 5.0 cm) and in the trans-
verse plane (dr < 1.0 cm). For electrons, muons, K+,
and ⇡+, a particle identification likelihood is calculated
from the energy loss in the CDC (dE/dx), time-of-flight
measurements in the TOF, the response of the ACC, the
transverse shape and size of the showers in the ECL and
information about hits in the KLM. For electrons, en-
ergy loss from bremsstrahlung is recovered by adding
to the candidate the momenta of photons in a cone of
0.05 radians around the initial direction of the charged
track. K0

S candidates are reconstructed from pairs of
oppositely-charged tracks (treated as pions) and selected
based on vertex fit quality. ⇡0 mesons are reconstructed
from photon pairs with the requirement E� > 30 MeV
and 115 MeV/c2 < M�� < 153 MeV/c2. K⇤ candi-
dates are formed from K+⇡�, K+⇡0 and K0

S⇡
+ combi-

nations that satisfy the requirements on invariant mass
of 0.6 GeV/c2 < MK⇡ < 1.4 GeV/c2 and on vertex fit
quality (to suppress background). TheK⇤ candidates are
combined with oppositely charged lepton pairs to form B
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Figure 1.6: Definition of the angles in the decay B0 æ Kú¸+¸≠.
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where the angular coe�cients I(a)
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are functions of q2 only and can be expressed in
terms of the Kú transversity amplitudes [18]. In this notation the q2 dependencies are
completely separated from the angular variables. The coe�cients I(a)

i
are all physical

observables and contain the complete information that can be extracted from the
measurement. They are functions of Wilson coe�cients, containing information about
the short-distance e�ects and can be a�ected by new physics.

Definitions in eq. (1.25) are valid for the decay B æ Kú¸+¸≠. The CP conjugated
decay B̄0 æ K̄ú0¸+¸≠ has to be considered separately. The di�erential decay rate for
the combined measurement of B0 and B̄0 decays can be written as
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models. The pseudoexperiments are generated with signal
yields many times larger than the data, in order to render
statistical fluctuations negligible.
The size of the total systematic uncertainty varies

depending on the angular observable and the q2 bin.
The majority of observables in both the Si and P!0"

i basis
have a total systematic uncertainty between 5% and 25% of
the statistical uncertainty. For FL, the systematic uncer-
tainty tends to be larger, typically between 20% and 50%.
The systematic uncertainties are given in Table 3
of Ref. [70].
The dominant systematic uncertainties arise from the

peaking backgrounds that are neglected in the analysis, the
bias correction, and, for the narrow q2 bins, from the
uncertainty associated with evaluating the acceptance at a
fixed point in q2. For the peaking backgrounds, the
systematic uncertainty is evaluated by injecting additional
candidates, drawn from the angular distributions of the
background modes, into the pseudoexperiment data. The
systematic uncertainty for the bias correction is determined
directly from the pseudoexperiments used to validate the
fit. The systematic uncertainty from the variation of the
acceptance with q2 is determined by moving the point in q2

at which the acceptance is evaluated to halfway between the
bin center and the upper or the lower edge. The largest

deviation is taken as the systematic uncertainty. Examples
of further sources of systematic uncertainty investigated
include the m!K#!!" line shape for the S-wave contribu-
tion, the assumption that the acceptance function is flat
across them!K#!!"mass, the effect of the B# ! K#"#"!

veto on the angular distribution of the background and the
order of polynomial used for the background parametriza-
tion. These sources make a negligible contribution to the
total uncertainty. With respect to the analysis of Ref. [1],
the systematic uncertainty from residual differences
between data and simulation is significantly reduced,
owing to an improved decay model for B0 ! J=#K$0

decays [68].
The CP-averaged observables FL, AFB, S5, and P0

5 that
are obtained from the Si and P!0"

i fits are shown together
with their respective SM predictions in Fig. 2. The results
for all observables are given in Figs. 1 and 2 and Tables 1
and 2 of Ref. [70]. In addition, the statistical correlation
between the observables is provided in Tables 4–23. The
SM predictions are based on the prescription of Ref. [44],
which combines light-cone sum rule calculations [43],
valid in the low-q2 region, with lattice determinations at
high q2 [71,72] to yield more precise determinations of the
form factors over the full q2 range. For the P!0"

i observables,
predictions from Ref. [73] are shown using form factors
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FIG. 2. Results for the CP-averaged angular observables FL, AFB, S5, and P0
5 in bins of q2. The data are compared to SM predictions

based on the prescription of Refs. [43,44], with the exception of the P0
5 distribution, which is compared to SM predictions based on

Refs. [73,74].
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Now what?
 (only upper limits so far)


Much harder experimentally, much smaller theory uncertainty, but angular analysis is limited 
to Kaon… 

 (only upper limits so far)

Much harder experimentally… 

Did we break the SM? (Very heavy) Leptoquarks?

B → K(*)νν̄

B → K(*)τ+τ−
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How to produce B-mesons?

&MPHIV�k������+SSKPI�&MPHIV�k������'2)7���%MVFYW�1E\EV�8IGLRSPSKMIW�/EVXIRHEXIR�k����� ����Q�

SuperKEKB

Linac

Belle II

Tokyo (~50 km)

Durbach (~9500 km)
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How to produce B-mesons?

BB̄ threshold

Γ = 20 MeV

Γ = 20 keV

Γ = 32 keV

Γ = 54 keV SuperKEKB 
nominally operates 
at 10.58 GeV 
collision energy


~9-12 GeV 
accessible


BsBs threshold at 
10.74 GeV (below 
Y(5S) resonance)
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SuperKEKB accelerator
Asymmetric ee collider


4 GeV e+, 7 GeV e-


Large crossing angle: 83 mrad 

Major upgrade to the accelerator with 
30× the KEKB design luminosity (6×1035 
cm-2s-1, 50 ab-1 (50× Belle))


1.5× higher beam currents, 20× smaller beam spot 

Record: 3.12×1034 cm-2s-1 (June 22 2021)

s = 10.58 GeV
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SuperKEKB accelerator

~ 100 nm

SuperKEKB goal: 
50 nm vertical size
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Luminosity

25

Belle: ~1000 fb-1


BaBar: ~500 fb-1


Belle II summer 2022: ~500 fb-1

N = σ ∫ ℒdt
σ(Υ(4S)) ≈ 1.05 nb

N(B+)?
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Belle II Experiment

27

positrons e+

electrons e-

KL and muon detector (KLM): 
Resistive Plate Counters (RPC) (outer barrel) 
Scintillator + WLSF + MPPC (endcaps, inner barrel)

Particle Identification (PID): 
Time-Of-Propagation counter (TOP) (barrel) 
Aerogel Ring-Imaging Cherenkov Counter (ARICH) (FWD)

Electromagnetic calorimeter (ECL): 
CsI(Tl) crystals 
waveform sampling (energy, time, pulse-shape)

Vertex detectors (VXD): 
2 layer DEPFET pixel detectors (PXD) 
4 layer double-sided silicon strip detectors (SVD)

Central drift chamber (CDC): 
He(50%):C2H6 (50%), small cells,  
fast electronics

Magnet: 
1.5 T superconducting

Trigger: 
Hardware: < 30 kHz 
Software: < 10 kHz

DEPFET: depleted p-channel field-effect transistor 
WLSF: wavelength-shifting fiber 
MPPC: multi-pixel photon counter

Software, Calibration

PXD silicon detectors

ML-based hardware trigger
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Trigger

28

events someone  
else likes

events you like

events nobody likes

all events 
(~10M per second)

Y(4S) events

events we can record 
(30k per second)
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No jets

Torben Ferber - B physics at Belle II Institut für Experimentelle Teilchenphysik (ETP)

tracks

clusters
muon chambers

K0S vertex
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Pile-up?

Torben Ferber - B physics at Belle II Institut für Experimentelle Teilchenphysik (ETP)

 Searches for DM and ALPs at Belle II  (Torben Ferber) �35

Belle II: No collision pile-up in electromagnetic calorimeter.
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High beam-induced backgrounds

Torben Ferber - B physics at Belle II Institut für Experimentelle Teilchenphysik (ETP)

FIG. 5: CDC measurements produced by simulated beam-induced background anticipated
for the nominal instantaneous luminosity.

The CDC occupancy is also expected to be dominated by the hits left by particles coming
from electromagnetic showers initiated by beam particles. These interact with the material
around the final focusing magnets which are well inside the CDC volume. Figure 5 shows
the CDC measurements produced by simulated beam-induced background for the nominal
instantaneous luminosity.

3.2. Input to Tracking Algorithms

3.3. Description of Track Reconstruction

Main editor(s): Sasha Glazov
Focus on changes since 2020 paper.

3.4. Description of V0 Reconstruction

Main editor(s): Bianca Scavino

11

Tutorial: The Belle II Electromagnetic Calorimeter (Torben Ferber) �25

The Belle II calorimeter: backgrounds

Central drift chamber

Electromagnetic calorimeter

111

described by only the photon template, and thus the energy deposits are likely from

electromagnetic showers. Sample fits for waveforms with photon-like pulse shapes are

shown in Figure 6.7. As expected, the photon templates well describe the data and

the hadron component contribution to these fits is minimal.
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Particle identification: Leptons
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FIG. 3: CDC-dE/dx curve predictions (left) and �� universality (right) for charged
particles.

converted to likelihoods, assuming their PDF is well described by Gaussian functions.
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FIG. 4: CDC-dE/dx chi (�) comparison between data and MC for electrons (top) and
pions (bottom) in the momentum range 0.3-0.5 GeV (left) and 0.5-1 GeV/c (right).
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Particle identification: Leptons

Cherenkov photon inside the quartz bar, which is itself a function of the particle incident
angle, position, and, via the Cherenkov angle, �. To achieve good particle identification, a
coarse segmentation of the PMT is su�cient, while the time resolution of the readout must
be of the order of 100 ps to keep it less than or equal to the irreducible spread introduced
by the chromatic dispersion in the radiator.

The chosen sensors are Micro-Channel Plate Photo-multipliers (MCP-PMT) with a pixel
size of approximately 5.5 ⇥ 5.5 mm and a transit time spread of about 38 ps, providing a
low-resolution measurement of the photon positions and a very precise measurement of their
detection time. The readout is performed by the IRSX chip, capable of reaching 30 ps of time
resolution. The particle identification information is extracted by comparing the distribution
of the time of arrival of the photons in each of the 512 channels with the expected PDFs for
the six standard charged particle hypotheses, where the PDFs are calculated analytically
given the mass hypothesis and the particle’s track parameters [4] (Fig. 7).

FIG. 7: Comparison between the electron, muon and pion TOP PDFs with the observed
signal left by a pion of carrying a momentum of 0.66 GeV/c. The eight PMT pixels located
at the same transverse position along the array are grouped together for better readability.

The six corresponding likelihood values are then stored, and their ratios are used to assign
identification probabilities. The TOP PID information is ultimately based on a measurement
of the particle velocity, thus separation power reduces as momentum increases.

The TOP has been designed with the main goal to provide hadron identification for
particles above the ionisation minimum, where dE/dx alone is not discriminating enough.
However, it also plays a relevant role in electron identification with respect to muons and
pions between plab ' 0.3 GeV/c, the kinematic cuto↵ induced by the magnetic field and the
TOP radius, and plab ' 1 GeV/c, where both electrons and pions leave similar signatures.
On the other hand, almost no separation is possible for pions and muons, as the very similar
masses correspond to very similar PDFs.

13
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Particle identification: Leptons
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FIG. 8: The observed Cherenkov rings for two pion tracks from K0
S ! ⇡+⇡� decay (on the

top with p = 0.74 GeV/c and below with p = 1.39 GeV/c). The red and blue rings show
the expected rings for the pion and electron hypothesis respectively.

Templates of E/p are generated from simulated single-particle Monte Carlo samples for
each charged particle hypothesis, and PDFs are extracted via Kernel Density Estimation
(KDE) fits. Variations in the PDF shapes as a function of polar angle (✓lab), momentum (plab)
and charge (q) are reflected by performing independent fits in 18 (plab, ✓lab, q) orthogonal
bins, as outlined in Table I. The charge dependency is introduced to account for di↵erences
in ECL energy deposition patterns due to charge asymmetry in hadronic interactions, which
is mostly relevant for heavy hadron hypotheses (K and p). The angular binning is defined
in accordance with the calorimeter geometry, separating the central barrel region from the
forward and backward end-caps; the momentum binning defines three regions of low, medium
and high plab, taking into account a minimal plab threshold to ensure tracks are within the
ECL acceptance.

Figure 9 displays the E/p KDE-fitted templates for positive and negative charged stan-
dard particles, omitting the proton hypothesis, in the three plab regions. Only results in the
ECL barrel region are shown for conciseness.
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Particle identification: Leptons

Electromagnetic calorimeter

Muon detector

FIG. 10: Average number of extrapolated (solid points) and matched (cross points) KLM
hits on track per KLM layer for a sample of muon tracks (red) and pion tracks (orange).

These are taken from single-particle (“particle gun”) samples.

pothesis is sampled according to the measurement of �2 of the Kalman filter and the number
of degrees of freedom (n.d.f.), which is twice the number of matched hits. Figure 11 displays
a comparison of the expected distribution of �2/n.d.f. from particle gun MC and muons and
pions from a pure sample of e+e� ! µ+µ��, K0

S ! ⇡+⇡� candidates selected from collision
data.

FIG. 11: Cumulative chi squared over n.d.f. (�2/n.d.f.), comparison between particle gun
MC and data. The integrated luminosity of the collision dataset corresponds to a fraction

of the total considered in the paper.

For each track, the likelihood for a given particle hypothesis is the product of the cor-
responding longitudinal profile and transverse scattering PDF values. Possible correlations
between the longitudinal profile and the transverse scattering PDFs are neglected.

18

FIG. 9: PDFs extracted from KDE fits to single-particle MC E/p templates in the barrel
region of the ECL for three plab bins, for the standard charged particle hypotheses:

{e±, µ±, ⇡±, K±
}. From top to bottom: 0.2  plab < 0.6 GeV/c bin, 0.6  plab < 1 GeV/c

bin, plab > 1 GeV/c bin. Results for positive-charged particles are on the right, for
negative-charged particles are on the left.

Figure 10 shows - for a sample of truth-matched pions and muons generated with uni-
formly distributed momentum (1  p < 5 GeV/c) and polar angle (0.8  ✓ < 2.2 radians) -
a comparison of the average number of expected and matched KLM hits on track per KLM
layer. Only reconstructed tracks with pT > 0.7 GeV/c are selected to ensure they lie within
the KLM geometrical acceptance. Whilst the expected pattern matches for both particle
hypotheses due to the identical kinematics, the probability of finding a matching hit for
pions rapidly decreases, as they are much less likely to punch through the KLM volume.

The transverse scattering probability density function per KLM region and particle hy-

17

p > 1 GeV/c
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Particle identification: Leptons

FIG. 15: Distributions of multi-class BDT inputs (here excluding E/p, which is shown in Figure 9) for inclusively charged
particle hypotheses {e±, µ±, ⇡±, K±

} in the 0.2  plab < 0.6 GeV/c, barrel region. Histograms are obtained from single-particle
simulated samples. Note that - alongside the ECL - only CDC and TOP inputs are relevant for this specific kinematic region due

to acceptance arguments.

24

Electromagnetic calorimeter 0.2 < p < 0.6 GeV/c
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Particle identification: Leptons

FIG. 28: Electron performance in data: e�ciencies and mis-identification probabilities
from the various channels as a function of plab in the barrel region. Results for the

likelihood ratio-based LID are on the left, for the BDT-based LID are on the right. The
top row shows results for positively charged electron candidates, the bottom row for

negatively charged ones. Selection on the relevant LID variable is tuned in MC to achieve
90% identification e�ciency, uniform across bins.

42

FIG. 29: Muon performance in data: e�ciencies and mis-identification probabilities from
the various channels as a function of plab in the barrel region. Results for the likelihood
ratio-based LID are on the left, for the BDT-based LID are on the right. The top row
shows results for positively charged muon candidates, the bottom row for negatively
charged ones. Selection on the relevant LID variable is tuned in MC to achieve 90%

identification e�ciency, uniform across bins.
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Particle identification: Hadrons
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FIG. 5: Kaon e�ciency and pion mis-ID rate for the PID criterion RK/⇡ > 0.5 using the
decay D⇤+ ! D0[K�⇡+]⇡+ in the bins of polar angle (laboratory frame) of the tracks.
Note that the acceptance regions of CDC, TOP and ARICH in polar angle (cos ✓) are

[�0.87, 0.96], [�0.48, 0.82], and [0.83, 0.97], respectively.
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FIG. 5: Kaon e�ciency and pion mis-ID rate for the PID criterion RK/⇡ > 0.5 using the
decay D⇤+ ! D0[K�⇡+]⇡+ in the bins of polar angle (laboratory frame) of the tracks.
Note that the acceptance regions of CDC, TOP and ARICH in polar angle (cos ✓) are

[�0.87, 0.96], [�0.48, 0.82], and [0.83, 0.97], respectively.
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only CDC ARICH (+CDC)

TOP (+CDC)

The measurement requires the reconstruction of two vertices: 
1. D0 decay vertex from K and π daughters 
2. D0 production vertex, from the crossing of πs ‘s and D0’s reconstructed momentum 

• D* decays immediately, in the luminous region or beam spot. Constraining the D* to decay in the beam spot 
would significantly improve the resolution on proper time

Gaetano de Marino 3/182019/06/18

Goal: to measure the D0 lifetime using the channel 

D*+→[D0→K-π+]π+  

with the dataset collected until first reprocessing (proc9, 
data until end of May/early June: ~3.5 fb-1, including ~800 
pb-1 of off-resonance data). This measurement is an 
important  test of the Belle II vertexing  performance. 

INFN and 
University  
of 
Pisa

Introduction

Once the whole decay chain has been reconstructed, the decay length of the 
D0 is obtained as: 

40  µ
m

ldec = (rdecay ! rproduction) " #pD

! = mDldec /cpD .

and then translated into the proper time:

Note: Figure not in scale

(Ichiro Adachi, Run Coordinator Report 2019.06.03)

parameter extracted value

N1
sig (81± 6) · 10

µ1 (fs) 31± 16
�1 (fs) 127± 15
N2

sig (10± 5) · 10
µ2 (ps) (0.48± 0.17)
�2 (ps) (0.73± 0.13)
⌧ (fs) (370± 40)

TABLE II: Parameters extracted from the unbinned maximum likelihood fit to the reconstructed
proper time distribution.

FIG. 2: Fit to the reconstructed proper time for D0 candidates belonging to the signal region
5.346 < Q(MeV/c2) < 6.353 and 1.848 < M(GeV/c2) < 1.879. The model function is defined in
(2) and the value of the parameters extracted from the fit are reported in Table II.

The proper time distribution is fitted with two Gaussian contributions both convolved
with the exponential:

TPDF (t) = N1
sig ⇥Gauss(t|µ1, �1) ⇤ Exp(t|⌧) +N2

sig ⇥Gauss(t|µ2, �2) ⇤ Exp(t|⌧) ; (2)

the choice is due to considerations on background composition, entirely related to mis-
reconstructed D0s (cc̄ background).

3

Beauty 2019  |  3 Oct 2019  |  Francesco Tenchini !9

D0 Lifetime Measurement

I. LIST OF APPROVED PLOTS

• Figure 1

• Figure 2

Details of the analysis procedure are described in BELLE2-NOTE-PH-2019-038.
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FIG. 1: Fit to the reconstructed mass of D0 candidates from the decay chain D⇤± ! (D0 !
K⌥⇡±)⇡± with 5.346 < Q(MeV/c2) < 6.353. The red shaded region represents the signal candi-
dates, while the blue region represents the background candidates. The model function is defined
in (1) and the values of the parameters extracted from the fit are reported in Table I.

The mass distribution is fitted with a Gaussian (signal) plus a first-order polynomial
(background):

MPDF (m) = Nsig ⇥Gauss(m|µ, �) +Nbkg ⇥ pol1(m|c0, c1). (1)

1

‣ Powerful test of Belle II vertex fitting performance 

‣ TreeFitter algorithm for full decay chain fitting (arXiv:1901.11198) 

‣ Direct extraction of long lived particles lifetimes 

‣ D* (short lived) constrained to measured beam spot region 

‣ τ(D0) = 370 ± 40 fs using limited data (May/early June)
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Why asymmetric collision energies?

Torben Ferber  |  DESY Summer Student Program | 21.08.2015  |  Page 36

Tag and signal

“signal side” (BR~0.1%)
CP eigenstate

“tag side” (BR ~80%)
flavour eigenstate, i.e. a decay, 
where B and B decay differently 
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Flavour tagging

https://arxiv.org/abs/2110.00790

TABLE I. Tagging categories and their targets (left) with examples of the considered decay
modes (right). The target particles for each category are shown using the same colors on the
left and on the right. Here, p⇤ stands for momentum in the center-of-mass frame, `± for charged
leptons (µ� or e�) and X for other possible particles in the decays.

Categories Targets for B
0

Electron e�

Intermediate Electron e+

Muon µ�

Intermediate Muon µ+

Kinetic Lepton `�

Intermediate Kinetic Lepton `+

Kaon K�

Kaon-Pion K�, ⇡+

Slow Pion ⇡+

Maximum p⇤ `�, ⇡�

Fast-Slow-Correlated (FSC) `�, ⇡+

Fast Hadron ⇡�, K�

Lambda ⇤

Underlying decay modes

B0 D⇤+ ⌫` `�

D0 ⇡+

X K�

B0 D+ ⇡� (K�)

K 0 ⌫` `+

B0 ⇤+
c X�

⇤ ⇡+

p ⇡�

particle identification, or single ones (TOP, ARICH, ECL, KLM, or dE/dx from CDC). For

example, LdE/dx
⇡/e stands for binary ⇡/e PID using only CDC information.

Electron, Muon, and Kinetic lepton: these categories exploit the signatures provided
by primary leptons from B decays occurring via transitions b ! c `�⌫`, or b ! u `�⌫`,
where ` corresponds to an electron, muon or both depending on the category. Useful variables
to identify primary leptons are the momentum p, the transverse momentum pt, and the cosine
of the polar angle cos ✓, which can be calculated in the lab frame, or in the ⌥ (4S ) frame
(denoted with a ⇤ superscript). We consider the following variables calculated only in the
⌥(4S ) frame:

• M2
rec = m2

X = gµ,⌫p
⇤µ
X p⇤⌫X , the squared invariant mass of the recoiling system X whose

four-momentum is defined by

p⇤µX =
X

i 6=`

p⇤µi ,

where the index i goes over all charged and neutral candidates on the tag side and `
corresponds to the index of the lepton candidate.

• p⇤miss = |p⇤
miss| = |p⇤

B
0
tag

� p⇤
X � p⇤

` |, the absolute value of the missing momentum.

8

Neutral B0: ~30 % efficiency

Charged B+: ~40 % efficiency
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Full Event Interpretation
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Reconstruction
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Tag-side reconstruction






…

B → Kνν̄
B → D*τν

Tag side

Signal side
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Tag-side reconstruction: Full Event Interpretation
Full Event Interpretation (FEI)1

Automated reconstruction

of Btag Candidates in

hadronic modes.

) Improved reconstruction
efficiency by a factor ⇠2.

Possible due to B2BII conversion2

)
1: T. Keck,. . . , FM; Comput Softw Big Sci 3:6 (2019)

2: M. Gelb,. . . , FM; Comput Softw Big Sci 2:9 (2018)
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BtagReconstruction

ε ≈ 0.5-2%
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“ON”
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Lifetime: Standard model
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Lifetime
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Lifetime: Prompt decays

Particle decays 
immediately (prompt)

SM backgrounds high 

Efficiencies high
typically r < 0.5 cm
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Lifetime: Displaced decays

Particle decays after 
a few cm (long-lived)

SM backgrounds low(er) 

Efficiencies low(er)
typically 1 < r< 60 cm
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Lifetime: Invisible decays

Particle decays after 
a few m (invisible)

SM and efficiencies 
very analysis 
dependent

typically r > 150 cm
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Lifetime
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Belle II Detector (Torben Ferber) 4

displaced 
leptons or 
hadrons

photon in muon 
detector

kinked track

displaced multitrack 
vertices

displaced multitrack 
vertices in muon 
detector

non-pointing 
photons

disappearing 
track

displaced 
photons

Long-lived particles (LLPs)
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B→KS

S
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B+→K+S

Vertex reconstruction efficiency 
decreases with more 
displacement (shorter tracks) 

Mass resolution increases with 
with more displacement 
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B→KS
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A. Filimonova, R. Schäfer, S. Westhoff, Phys. Rev. D 101, 095006 (2020) 
A. Kachanovich, U. Nierste, I. Nišandžić, Eur.Phys.J.C 80 (2020)

Standard model 
background very small for 
significant (>0.5cm) 
displacement


Very optimistic assumptions 
in pheno studies…

K0S (→π+π-)

J/Ψ (→ℓ+ℓ-)

Ψ(2S) (→ℓ+ℓ-)
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B→Ka
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ALP model: E. Izaguirre et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 118, 111802 (2017)

B→Ka
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Figure 66: Limit on B±
! K±a, a ! �� branching fraction as a function of ALP mass

and lifetime from Run 3 data.

e�ciency: take data/MC ratio as systematic). Since the e�ciency and signal resolution1009

systematics are much smaller than the systematics arising from the uncertainty on the1010

background shape, this gives us confidence that a small mis-estimate of these systematics1011

would have no quantitative impact on the outcome of the analysis.1012

In the absence of a signal, we set Bayesian 90% CL limits using the same method1013

as for the prompt analysis. The limits on the branching fraction are shown in Fig. 66.1014

Except for di↵erences that are small compared to statistical fluctuations, we see that1015

the results are identical for lifetimes 0–1 mm, with slight di↵erences appearing for 101016

mm. At longer lifetimes, the sensitivity is reduced as expected. Indeed, the sensitivity to1017

the branching fraction decreases inversely with lifetime at small masses by the time the1018

lifetime is longer than 100 mm. This is qualitatively expected because the probability of1019

decaying in the inner detector scales like L/c⌧ (where L is the detector length), giving an1020

inverse proportionality.1021

We can then calculate a limit on the coupling of the axion to the W boson, gaW . To do1022

this, we first calculate a 90% CL limit on the branching fraction for each Ma and simulated1023

c⌧ . We then construct a 2D interpolating function using over these masses and lifetimes,1024

BrexcludedB+!K+a(c⌧, Ma), using Mathematica. Using Mathematica’s numerical root solver, we1025

determine for each mass the value of the coupling gaW such that BrtheoryB+!K+a(gaW , Ma) =1026

BrexcludedB+!K+a(c⌧(gaW ), Ma). The theory value of the lifetime is found from the width,1027

�(a ! ��) =
g2
aW sin4 ✓WM3

a

64⇡
, (10)

where ✓W is the weak mixing angle.1028

For each mass Ma and 90%-CL-excluded value of gaW , we can calculate the lifetime.1029

This will tell us, for example, whether the coupling limits are predominantly coming from1030

the short- or long-lifetime samples. We show this in Fig. 67. We see that the lifetime at1031
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plots by A. Heidelbach

B→Ka
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plots by A. Heidelbach

B→Ka

???
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B→Ka
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arXiv:2111.01800 (2021)

π0 (→γγ)
η (→γγ)

η’ (→γγ)

Expected (simulation) 
with 100fb-1
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Effect of longer lifetime: It is difficult!

performance 
compared to 

prompt
B→KS(→μμ) B→Ka(→γγ) A’→ee

Efficiency* worse constant worse

Resolution slightly worse much worse slightly worse

Background much smaller constant it depends…
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This is just the beginning…
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Backup
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Upgrade
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ALPs
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https://arxiv.org/abs/2007.13071
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Dark Photons
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https://arxiv.org/abs/2202.03452
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B→Ka
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arXiv:2111.01800 (2021)

weaker limits because 
ALPs are longer lived
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B→Kνν

66

Branching rate prediction: 
BR=(4.6±0.5)×10-6


So far, only upper limits measured using 
fully reconstructed Btag (ε~0.04-0.2 %): 
BR < 1.6×10-5 (90 % CL) with 424 fb-1 
 
 
 
 

Belle II used a “inclusive tag” and several 
boosted decision trees (ε=4.3 %): 
BR < 4.1×10-5 (90 % CL) with 63 fb-1

T. Blake et al, Prog.Part.Nucl.Phys. 92 (2017) 
BaBar collaboration, Phys. Rev. D 87, 112005 (2013) 
Belle II collaboration, Phys. Rev. Lett. 127, 181802 (2021)
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SuperKEKB parameters
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Backup g-2
T. Aoyama et al. (2020). Phys. Rept., 887:1–166 
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CsI and CsI(Tl) pulse-shape discrimination
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